CityReporter Permit Management Integration:

CityReplicator provides a generic integration/data extraction tool however with Permits and Construction module our clients often have a pre-existing Permit Management solution they want to continue using. To accomplish this task we have built specific functionality in CityReplicator to provide integration with ERP’s such as Vadim & Diamond as well as in-house built Permit Management solutions. However before venturing down this path we would strongly encourage you to review our Permits & Construction Module (Make this a link to module page) as this tool provides a complex system that includes features such as automatic status change notification, MPAC reporting, Council Reporting and many other advanced features our users tell us are not available in any other package.

If you’re still convinced and you need CityReporter to integrate with your Permit Management solution then CityReplicator can provide that integration point to our Permits & Construction module. The following provides a high level overview:
CityReplicator – provides specific integration interfaces for Vadim, Diamond and in-house Permit Management solutions

CityReplicator – allows IT Staff to map checklists to tables and extract Permits, Contractors, Inspections & Photos/Attachments

CityReplicator – provides interface point to integrate Permits & Construction with GIS, Open Data Systems, Data Warehouses or allow IT Staff to create reports using Crystal Reports, MS Access, etc